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Several purchasers used to hesitate before choosing
their own cooperative traders or manufacturers, as most of
the time they do not trust in traders’ knowledge of fastener
manufacturing and their capabilities of offering high quality
products. In terms of choosing manufacturers, they are also
concerned about that demand cannot be 100% satisfied due
to the complexity and diversity of fastener and peripheral
industries. What if they can get both, which means getting
one who has the trader’s ability to make coordination and
the manufacturer’s profession to conduct manufacturing?
If this could come into reality, not only time and cost can
be saved, but also all manufacturing procedures can be
appropriately supervised by professional managers.

Yielding Twice the Result with Half the Effort /
Integrating All Your Needs to One Single Contact
Distinguished from general traders, Pro-Visa (Lin) Int’l Corp.
implements its quality control process from the very beginning
of material sourcing, as according to President Lin, who has
been dedicated to fastener manufacturing for so long, the most
critical part in manufacturing high-quality small screws is
not only the manufacturing technique, but also the quality of
materials and the results of secondary processing. Moreover,
with the introduction of standardized quality inspection
systems for strict quality control before shipments, as well as
the advantage as a manufacturer and trader, Pro-Visa is able to
create a “No need to worry!” supply route for customers.
In order to effectively handle with customers’ inquiries ,
President Lin then carried out a “Flat Management,” which is
to integrate sales and manufacturing to a single contact and
organize a professional team well-experienced in manufacturing
technology to fast provide customers with the optimal solutions.

Adhering to Quality Stability and Being Highly Flexible for
Any R&D Demand
Always adhering to the principles of stable quality and a complete
range of service in business, Pro-Visa currently is also able to provide
customizing service in addition to carbon steel/SS wood screws, selfdrilling screws and self-tapping screws, to help customers increase their
market share. While extending its business reach, Pro-Visa has also
introduced the ISO 9001 quality management system to consolidate
its collaboration with customers. Thus far, the American market has
represented more than 80% in Pro-Visa’s global sales. Other than the
American market, extending its business reach to the EU and the Middle
East markets is also underway.
President Lin herein stressed, “Confronted by the price-cutting
challenge from China and Southeast Asia, Taiwanese fastener industry, in
addition to the reinforcement of technique, definitely has to fully utilize
its industrial clustering advantage, integrate resources, form alliances
with other businesses, and enhance the competitiveness of products.
Pro-Visa sets no boundaries for its business at all and is capable of
manufacturing various products, which are all for providing
more service selection to customers.”
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